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MESSAGE FROM THE BOARD
We are pleased to present theAnnual Report for the year 2016-17. We have strong belief that
inclusive and sustainable development is possible only through addressing the main issues of our
times i.e. climate change, sustainable agriculture andfood soveriegnty, poverty,inequality and
governance. Pairvi has been persevering in these areas deligently for the last many years. It gives
us immense satisfaction that the reach of the organization has expanded and it has made
strongholds with the most vulnerable communities of the north and central India.
Along with expanding its reach with the communities and attempting to build their capacities for
sustainable livelihood, Pairvi has earned avery active leadership role and responsibility of a
CSOs through extensivenational,regional and global level engagements with stakeholdersfor
inclusive development. The present report is a testimony of that and we hope that you will get
introduced with the set of the work Pairvi successfully carried out this year. We look forward to
your kind comments, suggestions, concerns and solidarity to our collective commitment.
We also take this opportunity to express our profound grief on the sad demise of Shri Anupam
Mishra, who had chaired PAIRVI Board since many years, in November 2016. Anupam ji was
loved and respected by many asa true Gandhian, environmentalist, thinker and extraordinary
individual that he was. We offer our humble tribute with the resolve that we will continue to live
by his ideals and pursue his vision and dreams.We also welcome our new Chairperson Mrs.
Aparna Sahay and wish her all the best.

Thanking You
PAIRVI Board
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MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR
As we are moving to a new year, it gives me satisfaction to report the progress on programmes
we are implementing. Throughout the year various local, national and global concerns and
events demanded our attention and I am happy that we could respond to that meaningfully.
The present Annual Report of 2016-2017 provides a glimpse of the work we carried out in
broad areas of sustainable development,climate change, energy, food and agriculture and
human rights.
In the climate change Pairvieffectively raised the issues on sustainable agriculture and
food,enhancing Pre 2020 ambition and plugging adaptation & finance gaps in the Paris
Agreementin the COP 22 held in Marrakech. Our coffee table book “Lifestyle for Minimum
Carbon Footprint” was released by Shri Anil MadhavDave, Minister of MOEFCC at the India
Pavilionreceived wider appreciation and acknowledgement.
On the energy front our interventions to engage with wider stakeholders to discuss issues
related to big dams and hydro-power and proposed large scale displacement in Singrauli helped
in building peoples perspective on this and strengthened peoples movements. Our capacity
building programmes to reduce the risk to climate change impacts and disasters and to build
capacity and increase community resilience in various states were also very well taken by the
communities.
We also remained engaged at the global/regionalfora and groupsto discuss issues related to
SDG, climate change and energy issues. The important findings and the understanding built
through these extensive engagements were documented and shared with wider audience.
The report covers our work and I hope it will be able to provide you a glimpse of the variety of
work we are doing related to our broad thematic ares. We look forward to continue with same
vigour and sincerity in the coming years.
We take this opportunity to thanks our board members for their valuable guidance, our donors
for their support and our partners and individuals who have provided us strength and
encouragement. The sad demise of our Chairman Shri Anupam Mishra left us shocked and
shattered, we will continue to offer our tributes by working with his vision and humility. I am
sure that our new Chairperson Mrs. Aparna Sahay will help us stay on course.

Ajay K Jha
Director
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OVERVIEW
For Pairvi the year 2016-2017 proved very fruitful and engaging. The road to inclusive development
necessarily includes communities and the first step in this direction is to build their capacities. To reduce
the risk to climate change impacts and disasters and to build capacity and increase community
resilience,Pairviorganized many capacity building workshops for the communities to understand
weather, map their vulnerability, risks and hazards and plan adaptation and development activities
locally in Rajasthan, Uttarakhand and Jharkhand.
Participated in the COP 22held in Marrakech ensured that we bring focus of negotiations on justice and
equity in various tracks of global dialogue including sustainable agriculture and food,enhancing Pre

2020 ambition and actions andplugging adaptation & finance gaps in the Paris Agreement.A
coffee table book “Lifestyle for minimum carbon footprint” published was also released by Shri
AnilMadhav Dave, Minister of MOEFCC at the India Pavilion.Keeping the tradition of organizing multistakeholder consultations before the COP event alive, Pairvi Organized PreCOP consultation to
consolidating expectations, important concerns anddiscusschallenges before the COP.

In the energy discourses Pairvimade efforts to make the energy transition just equitable and
sustainable. A number of activities were organized with state representatives, communities
affected by lack of access or communities affected by power projects.
Pairvifollowed global andf regional happenings of our interest and concern by participation and
pitching our shared concerns on sustainable development goals, and its implementation. As
such it participated in the High Level Political Fourm on the UN, Asia Pacific Forum on
sustainable Development organized by ESCAPand At the national front PAIRVI organized a multi
country meeting on taking stock of SDGs implementation and identifying challenges therein in Indore.
Another important event was a meeting titled “Matching the Climate Trend in BRICS Countries and their
Climate Commitment: Civil Society Perspective” In ‘People’s Forum on BRICS’ held in Goa.

In the human rights stream Pairvi organized aseries of Consultations, workshops and fact findings
including consultation in in Madhya Pradesh to discuss the problems of construction and domestic
workers, Human rights work also focused on gender concerns by having a series of dialogues on

on Indo-Nepal Cross Border trafficking and Consultation on Practice of Witch Huntingin
Jharkhand and Bihar. Consultations on the Refugee Crisis and Citizenship Amendment Bill, in
Delhi and Dalit Dignity and Reality of Development in Jaipur also attracted attention of people, CSOs
and the state.
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INTERVENTIONS
COP 22 AND PRE COP CONSULTATIONS
A delegation of PAIRVI, CECOEDECON andBeyond
Copenhagen, participated in the COP 22 held in Marrakech,
Morocco during 30th October to 14th November. The
delegation engaged in a variety of activities to put the
interest of sustainable agriculture and food, southern CSOs
perspectives and probable solutions on board.

Book Release
Shri Anil Madhav Dave, Minister of
Environment, Forest and Climate Change
released the coffee table book “Lifestyle for
minimum carbon footprint” published by
CECOEDECON & PAIRVI along with the
MOEFCC at the India Pavilion at COP 22 on
14th November. On this occasion, he called
upon the global community to adopt
minimum carbon footprint lifestyle and help make it a global mass movement. He said that international
cooperation and policies have their own role in resolving climate crisis, however, as an individual all of
us need to adopt a minimum carbon footprint lifestyle. He reiterated that this is the only way
to sustainability.

COP 22 Side Event on “Enhancing Pre 2020
Ambition and Actions”
The event was organized at India Pavilion in COP 22 on 14th
November by PAIRVI, CECOEDECON
and Beyond
Copenhagen, a collective of Indian civil society
organizations. Shri Anil Madhav Dave, India’s Minister for
Environment, Forest and Climate Change, asked for strong
and robust pre 2020 actions, and said that it was
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indispensible for successful implementation of the Paris Agreement. He emphasized the importance of
the pre 2020 actions and said that ignoring pre 2020 commitments is contrary to the core principles of
the Convention and the spirit of the Paris Agreement. He added that strong and robust pre 2020 actions
would enable us to deliver the Sustainable Development Goals, and failure to have genuine and
meaningful pre 2020 actions would threaten delivering the range of the SDGs for majority of
the humanity.

COP 22 Side Event on “Unfinished Business; Plugging Adaptation and Finance
Gaps in Paris Agreement”
CECOEDECON (Centre for Community Economics and Development Consultants Society) India in
collaboration with PACJA (Pan African Climate Justice Alliance), Oxfam International and ISMUN
organized a side event titled, “The Unfinished Business: How to close the Post-Paris Adaptation and
Climate Finance Gap” in the UNFCCC-COP 22 in Marrakech, Morocco. Discussants highlighted the
adaptation-finance gap and stated that the Paris agreement should address theroadmap for the $100bn
commitment – one that includes quantified goals for financing adaptation, progress on accounting and
governance of finance flows. Ajay Jha (CECOEDECON), MithikaMwenda (PACJA), and Mariama Williams
(South Centre) participated in the discussion.

PRECOP Consultation,
22nd October 2016, Delhi
The Pre CoP -22 Consultation organized by
Beyond Copenhagen, CCECOEDECON and
PAIRVI in collaboration with Oxfam India at
Constitution Club, New Delhi on 22 October,
2016. The consultation sought to discuss
expectations,
important
concerns
and
challenges before the Marrakech COP. Leading
civil society organizations working on climate
change and sustainable development concerns,
media, policymakers and representatives from
important actors/countries through their missions in Delhi participated in the consultation. Shri Anil
Madhav Dave, Hon’ble Minister, Environment, Forest and Climate Change graced the occasion by being
the Chief Guest along with Ambassador HE Tomaz Kozlowski, head of the EU Delegation to India.
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ENERGY AND ENERGY DEMOCRACY
National Conference on Future of Hydropower and Big-Dams in India in the
Perspective of Evolving Electricity and Irrigation Scenario, 29th& 30th Sept
2016, Indore
The Conference was organized by PAIRVI in collaboration with NAPM, BCPH, DSG, MatuJansangathan. It
discussed 1) Big dams and Irrigation, 2) Big dams and hydro-power, 3) Big dams and flood-control /
disasters, 4) Social and environmental impacts of big dams, 5) The economic logic of big dams. The
Conference adopted tentative programs on 1) Collection of dams related data from concerned groups,
2) To develop demand of land for Gram Swaraj for already displaced people, 3) Organize awareness
building camps and public hearing on dams, 4) To organize training camps for developing understanding
on policy regarding dam construction, 5) Formation of legal literacy cells, 7) Developing demand for
formation of India Commission on Dams similar to World Commission on Dams, 8) Preparing status
report on displaced people from dams, 9) Developing a demand from government for bringing white
paper on dam displaced people.

Singrauli Consultation in the Wake of Proposed Large Scale Displacement
In a recently approved master plan for Singrauli (as per information, Coal India Ltd, the holding
company of Northern Coalfields Ltd, have already approved this plan), the entire Morba town and its
surroundings including the headquarters of Northern Coalfields itself and its residential colony - will be
uprooted, along with about 19-20000 houses in the town. A public consultation attended by approx 30
local and regional participants was organized on 29th and 30th June to resist and respond to this
proposed devastation. Approx. A number of partners have taken different responsibility to build peoples
perspective on this and strengthen peoples movements
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RESILIENCE AND CAPACITY BUILDING
Pairvi aims to increase community resilience by equipping them with the capacity to understand
weather, map their vulnerability, risks and hazards and plan adaptation and development activities
locally. The aim is to reduce the risk to climate change impacts including disasters.

Access to weather information training,
30th and 31st May, Jaipur
The training was focused on accessing, utilizing and
disseminating weather information to reduce losses and
respond better to changing climate. 30 participants from
Rajasthan, Uttrakhand, Madhya Pradesh, Chhattisgarh,
Maharashtra participated in the workshop. Hands on
training were also provided to understand and use
portable weather stations and access weather
information portals.

Field Visit and Workshop with Uttarakashi Farmers, 28th & 29th January
2017, Uttarkashi
A day long training workshop was organized for farmers of 5 panchayat in Uttarkashi district of
Uttarakhand on 28 and 29 January 2017. The Workshop was followed by field visit. It was supported by
BCPH, PAIRVI and CECOEDECON. The long term objective of the intervention was building resilience of
50 farmers in 5 panchayat in times of changing climate and enhance their income from agricultural and
allied activities. The Workshop was organized with an objective to familiarize the farmers with BCPH’s
intervention in the region and generate discussion to understand their regional challenges and plan out
goals for the upcoming months. Farmers were trained on agricultural practices, government schemes,
and recommended solutions etc. in the workshop. Agriculture expert from KVK Dr. VK Sachan, Pradhan
from ChamkotShri.Pradeep Kumar, Up-Pradhan from SekuMrsHema Devi, BCPH co-Convenor Mr.
SoumyaDutta, Programme Coordinator from PAIRVI Ms.
Nirma Bora and BCPH Uttarkashi Coordinator Mr.
DevenderUniyal and around 55 farmers from 5 selected
panchayats of Uttarkashi participated in the workshop.
Farmers committed to take up the joint action of writing an
application to the Horticulture Department for providing
quality seeds to farmers; contacting KVK for agriculture
related solutions, recommendations and training; taking
initiative for setting up of custom hiring centres, growing
feed for livestock (napier or barsim grass) on wasteland.
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Field Visit and Workshop with Jharkhand Farmers, February, Daltanganj
After Uttarkashi next workshop was organized in Jharkhand between 26-27 February 2017. The training
was facilitated by resource person Dr. RP Singh, Director Extension at Birsa Agricultural University, Dr.
DK Rusia, Head Dept of Agriculture and Engineering at Birsa Agricultural University, and Ms. Sunita
Kamal from KVK Chiyaki, Palamu. The major problem in agriculture being faced by the rural community
in Palamu included shortage of water for irrigation, crop damage by wild animals, lack of access to seeds
and manure at subsidized rates and lack of support from government extension services. The resource
persons provided training in- water conservation through dobhas, crop diversification, value additions of
food products, rearing smaller livestocks, etc. The meeting was followed by field visit to all 5 villages
namely- Bhogu, Kushi, pidiya, Ganke and Salo where farmers were engaged in conversations on
cropping, water conservation, and increased access to services provided by the agriculture
extension department.

LIVING THE RIGHT WAY

VicharKumbh, May 12th to 14th, Ninora, Ujjain Organized during the Singhastha Kumbh in
collaboration with the Government of Madhya Pradesh, the theme of the Vichar Kumbh was
Living the Right Way. The process sought to reinvigorate the tradition of intellectual
churning during the Singhastha Kumbh and explore resolution of common concerns of the
day. Vichar Kumbh was preceded by a number of international and national conferences
spreading over a year and half. Kumbh on krishi, Kutir, matri Shakti, swachhta were part of
the Vichar Kumbh. The Prime Minister of India and President of Sri Lanka addressed the
participants on the last day. Vichar Kumbh was organized in the leadership of Shri Shivraj
Singh Chouhan and was guided by Sh Anil Madhav Dave. More than 3000 national and 90
international participants attended 6 Plenaries and 8 parallel events. A 51 point charter was
released by the PM. The CM of MP also made a number of commitments to improve krishi,
kutir, matrishakti, and swachhta in the state.
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REGIONAL AND GLOBAL ENGAGEMENT
APCSOs Forum and APFSD, March-April, Bangkok
Asia Pacific CSOs Forum organized by APWLD and supported by UNESCAP was organized during 29th to
31st March. More than 100 CSOs from Asia Pacific countries participated in the discussions which sought
to strategize the group engagements with the agenda 2030 process at regional as well as global and
national levels. CSOs Consultation was followed by Asia Pacific Forum on Sustainable Development,
organized by UNESCAP, where UNESCAP discussed the future of APFSD, role of regional commissions in
Follow up and review of the SDGs and came out with a regional road map. Beyond Copenhagen has
been a part of this process for the last 3 years.

EGM on Shaping Reporting, 19th April, NY
An Expert Group Meeting was organized by INDESA-DSD and UNEP on 19th April with the major groups
to discuss and suggest reporting and monitoring in the post 2015 agenda. Ajay K Jha from PAIRVI was
selected as a developing countries CSO representative. He participated and shared his views on follow
up & review and role of reporting in monitoring.

Comments on the FUR
The 2030 agenda Follow up and Review (FUR) final draft was released by President of the General
Assembly on 26th May. The draft has diluted many accountability provisions of the monitoring and
review and aims at making HLPF only a forum for mutual exchange and learning. The inputs in response
to the draft were provided by Beyond Copenhagen, which was shared with the President of the General
Assembly as collective response of the CSOs in the HLPF during July 2016.

Multi Country Consultation on Challenges in SDGs Implementation
PAIRVI organized a multi country meeting on taking stock of SDGs implementation and identifying
challenges therein at Indore on 15th May. Six international participants besides many from India
presented the status of the SDGs in their countries and identified challenges and probable role of CSOs
in implementation and monitoring. Uchita De Zoysa (Sri Lanka), Fons Van Der Valden (The Netherlands),
Marjorie Pamintuan (Philippines), Sathya Sharma (Malaysia), Ahmed SH (Indonesia), NurgulDjanaeva
(Kyrgyzstan), and Ajay K Jha (PAIRVI, India) were amongst the speakers. The speakers also discussed
CSOs intervention strategy in the coming High Level Political Forum in the New York in July.

Matching the Climate Trend in BRICS Countries and their Climate Commitment
Civil Society Perspective, 14th Oct 2016, Goa: In ‘People’s Forum on BRICS’ held in Goa on 13-14 October
2016, a meeting titled “Matching the Climate Trends in BRICS Countries with their Climate
Commitments: Civil Society Perspective” was organized and conducted by PAIRVI, with participation
from two other BRICS countries. In BRICS countriesmining and deforestation for energy purposes are
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major cause for environmental degradation. It highlighted the importance of discussing environment
and energy together as critically important.BRICS nations like India and China are looking at BIMSTEC
(Bay of Bengal Initiative for Multi-Sectoral Technical and Economic Cooperation) countries as market for
their products as well as has tendency to exploit natural resources of these countries. Mr. SoumyaDutta
chaired the discussions.

HUMAN RIGHTS
Indo-Nepal Joint Action Forum Meeting, 18th& 19th December, Nepalganj
The meeting of Indo-Nepal Joint Action Forum was organized by Maiti Nepal with the objective of
discussing cross-border human trafficking and to seek collaboration of Indian organizations including
UDI and PAIRVI, in strengthening this joint forum. A yearly work programme was decided. The meeting
also called to include more members on both sides.

Social Security: Rights and Access (Rights of Construction and Domestic
Workers) – 19th May 2016, Jabalpur, MP
The consultation was organized by PAIRVI in collaboration with local NGO NagrikAdhikarManch in
Jabalpur, Madhya Pradesh. The objective of the consultation was to discuss the problems of
construction and domestic workers and enhance the awareness of the participants about the provisions
of Building and other Construction Workers act 1996 and Construction Worker Welfare Cess Act 1996.
Participants who are working with these workers have shared their field experiences. Domestic workers
and laborers were informed about the Act and their legal rights.

Consultation on Indo-Nepal Cross Border Gender Violence –
4th June 2016, Bihar
The crime against the women, particularly trafficking is a serious concern across the Indo-Nepal border.
A regional consultation was organized in collaboration with local NGO Ride for Freedom. Human rights
activists across the border participated in the Consultation. A campaign strategy was designed for the
twovery important concerns across the border i.e.to raise the awareness about the trafficking and
drug addiction.

Practice of Witch Hunting; A Step Towards Justice - 19th June 2016,
Deoghar, Jharkhand
In the context of rising incidents of witch hunting in the Bihar and Jharkhand, a consultation on ‘Practice
of witch Hunting; A Step towards Justice’ was organized at regional level at Deoghar district in
Jharkhand by PAIRVI and International Human Rights Association, Jharkhand. Activists marched against
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the witch hunting and submitted the memorandum to the District Magistrate to deal with the cases of
witch hunting on anurgent basis.

Human Rights Training Workshop on
Removing the Barriers; Ensuring Justice,
27th to 28th June 2016, Lucknow
The workshop was organized to demystify and create
awareness about access to justice, and to motivate
participants and organizations in removing barriers in
accessing justice. Participants were trained on Access
to Justice, Right to Free Legal Aid, Cyber Law and IPR,
Right to Food, and Land Rights. Human rights
defenders, member of civil society organizations, youth
and students, activists, lawyers, and experts participated in the workshop. A cadre of human rights
defenders was build to facilitate access to justice and free legal aid particularly to the
marginalized people.

Consultation on Refugee Crisis and Citizenship Amendment Bill,
7th October 2016, Delhi
PAIRVI organized this Consultation in collaboration with PSAARC to discuss proposed changes in the
Citizenship Act. The amendment seeks to provide citizenship status to minority (Hindu) migrants from
Pakistan, Bangladesh and Myanmar, whilemigrants belonging to other religious categories are denied
this protection. The speakers included Prof. Mahendra P Lama (JNU), NasreenChoudhary (DU), Nafees
Ahmad (South Asia Univ), RakhiSehgal and Dinbandhu Vats while senior journalist Sh Om Thanvi
chaired the panel. More than 40 representatives from CSOs, Media, and academicians participated in
the Consultation.

Campaign on Election Manifesto in
Uttar Pradesh
PAIRVI & CECOEDECON along with a number of local
organizations led a campaign on peoples Manifesto
in the UP state Assembly elections. The aim of the
effort was to bringtheimportant concerns of citizens
in the forefront
in the elections. Three
Consultations were organized across the state
where hundreds of participants together with
member of civil society organizations, social groups, farmer organizations, women organizations,
academicians, journalists, representatives of different political parties etc. participated and shared their
views. The series of consultations culminated in the state Consultation organized in Lucknow on 13th
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January 2017. People’s concerns and aspirations were discussed on agriculture, environment, health,
water, education, lands, dalits, women, children and youth. Speakers also focused on democratizing the
election manifesto and how to make political parties responsible and accountable towards
their promises.

Dalit Garima Aur Vikas ka Yatharth (Dalit Dignity and Reality of
Development), 4th February, Jaipur
A State Consultation was organized on 4th February,2017 at Institute of Development Studies, Jaipur to
advocate the dalit dignity and their due share in development in Rajasthan. More than 50 dalit human
right defenders, advocates, social workers, academician and representative of civil society organizations
participated in the consultation. Participants expressed their concerns over dalit atrocities and
deprivation in the state and discussed the measures to curb the crime and development deficit of dalits.
It was also decided to bring a report on the implementation of the Prevention of Atrocities -SC/ST Act.

STUDIES AND FACT FINDINGS
Visit to REDD+ Projects in North East
A visit was undertaken to the REDD + project sites in the North East India. A team comprising
SoumyaDutta, Ajay Jha and Ram W from Indigenous perspectives, visited Mawphlang REDD+ project in
Shillong. This project has started in2011. However, people and village council (HIMA) has very little
information about the project, future activities and financial transactions. While the carbon credits
worth USD 100,000 are being generated and sold every year, the local communities are getting almost
nothing. The second visit was undertaken to proposed REDD+ project site in Reiek and Ailawng villages
in Aizawl district. There also people have very little idea about the project which has been
already approved.

Study on Current Status of Children from Jharkhand repatriated from
Palakkad Orphanage, Kerala, 23rd – 26th February, Godda
A total of 128 children form Godda, Jharkhand had been repatriated from orphanage of Kerala in MayJune 2014. In first phase 119 children were taken back while in last phase nine children were brought
back to their home. Most of these children were from Mahagama block of Godda district while rests
were from Basantrai, Pathargama and Godda block. These four blocks were locates in close vicinity.
Most of these children belong to poor families surviving on meager earnings from manual labour. PAIRVI
conducted a study and traced around 40 children who were taken back to Kerala. Around 25 percent of
children have been sent back to different Madrasas in the states like, Uttar Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, Andhra
Pradesh, and Orissa but not to the Kerala. Family members said that government officials had visited
their homes several times and promised to provide the benefit of government schemes, improve the
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education facilities, and establish the Urdu schools in the area, but nothing has changed after two years
of the incidents. Lack of teachers, quality education coupled with inability of guardians to feed and teach
their children led them to send them back to different madarasasand orphanages. In the last week of
May 2014, the Railway Police in Palakkad had detained 589 children in a suspected trafficking case. The
children had arrived in two trains at the Palakkad station from Bihar, Jharkhand and West Bengal. Most
of the children were below the age of 12. Many of them did not get anything to eat and drink for hours
and were travelling ticketless. Some of the children produced identity cards of Mukkam Muslim
Orphanage in Kozhikode and VettathurAnwarul Orphanage in Malappuram, but the majority of them did
not have documents to prove their identity.
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PUBLICATIONS
The brief paper discusses the issues of Dalits in relation to economy, social justice and
atrocities against them in Rajasthan.

The booklet introduces one to a minimum carbon footprint lifestyle. Published
both in Hindi and English this can work as a guide towards low consuming and
low carbon lifestyle.

A Discussion paper titled ‘National Pre COP -22 consultation was prepared for Pre-COP
discussions.

Citizenship law has been a delicate subject in India ever since independence and the
publication discusses related national legal regime, role of the judiciary, refugee
influx, global trends and India’s international position

Before the 2017 Assembly Elections of UP, the publication was brought out with the
intention to emphasize to take election manifesto with due seriousness and make its
process democratic and in accordance with the peoples need and aspiration.

The Book covers various issues related to the Access to Justice in the Indian Judicial
system and Intellectual Property Rights & Innovation.
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FINANCIAL REPORT
V. NAGDA & ASSOCIATES

15/10,SOUTH TUKOANJ

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

INDORE,452001,Phone: 2510449
Public Advocacy Initiative & Values in India (PAIRVI) Associates,
E-46,Ground Floor, Lajpat Nager - III, New Delhi -110024

ABRIDGED INCOME & EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31st. MARCH, 2017
Amount (Rs)
EXPENDITURE

2016-2017

FCRA Programme Expenses

73,76,767.00

Amount (Rs)

2015-2016

INCOME

2016-2017

69,34,231.57 FCRA Grant

Exp.from Non- Fcra

71,21,297.00

Contribution from Services

Administrative Expenses
Depriciation
Excess of Income over
Expenditure transferred to
Balance Sheet
Total

11,69,477.21

12,54,161.00 Interest

2,40,550.00

1,30,831.00 Other Income
Execess of Expenditure
Over Income Transferred
273706.35 to Balance Sheet

8786794.21

8592929.92

2015-2016
67,52,941.57

1171357

1540724

485900.85

299264.35

8239.36

Total

8786794.21

8592929.92

ABRIDGED BALANCE SHEET AS ON 31ST. MARCH, 2017
Amount (Rs)
LIABILITIES

2016-2017

Share capital

Amount (Rs)

2015-2016

500000.00

ASSETS

2016-2017

500000.00 Fixed Assets

13,19,992.00

Reserve & Surplus
Current Liabilities &
Provisions

1840914.56

1759616.92 Loan & Advance

UN Spend Grant In Aid

4985021.01

Security Deposite
Current Assets,Loans &
6084445.04 Advance

151800.00

Security Funds

210682.00

199096.00 Sundry Debtors & Receivables

Fund for staff Welfare

250000.00

250000.00 Cash & Bank Balance

Provisions

1859812.59

Total

9646430.16

1820837.83
63,53,800.33

2015-2016
6,84,482.00

41408.00

3621685.76
69,50,815.79

2505233.59 Accrued Grant & Interest

11298391.55

Total

9646430.16

11298391.55

Compiled from Audited Financial Statements of Even Date Prevoius year figures are regrouped or rearranged wherever necessary
For V. NAGDA & ASSOCIATES (CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS)
(CA VIKAS NAGDA)

For Pairvi Associates
(AJAY KUMAR JHA)

Proprietor (M.No.406928)
Date : June 30, 2017
Place : New Delhi
*Foregin Contribution Regulation Act(FCRA)Grant:-MISEREOR_Germany, ICCO_Nitherland,BothEnds_Nitherland and CECOEDECONIndia
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List of Activities
January 2016 – December 2016
S.N
o

Event

Date &
Venue

Project

Objectives

Outcome

Organized by PAIRVI
1.
2.
3.

4.

PARVI Planning and Capacity
BuildingWorkshop
Fact Finding on Chaiti Devi’s
Hunger Death
Taking Sustainable
Development and Climate
Agenda 2015
CSW Events

th

th

18 & 19 Jan,
New Delhi
th

25 Jan, Bihar
st

21 Feb, Pune

14 March,
New York

Gender Sensitization and Law
Enforcement Agencies:
Experiences of Civil Society
from Asia Pacific in Addressing
VAW in Last Decade and
Future Strategies and
Challenges.

17 March
New York

State Consultation on
Plugging the Development
Deficits of Dalits in Bihar

6.

Farmers Field Training and
Demonstration

State Consultation on SDGs
and Climate Change
Understanding Energy Needs,
8. Access, Finance, Impacts and
Alternatives
Training Workshop on Linking
9.
Farmers to Govt Schemes
SDGs Meeting with APRCEM
10.
Members
Social Security : Rights and
11.
Access
Indo-Nepal Cross Border
12.
Gender Violence
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MIS-CCSDGS

th

MIS-CCSDGS

th

15 March
2016, Patna
th

7.

MIS-HR

th

Women of the Farming
Community and the
Challenges of Climate Change

5.

-

th

16 & 17
March, Devas,
MP
th
20 March,
Banaras, UP
th

MIS-HR
MIS-CCSDGS
MIS-CCSDGS

th

26 &27
March, HP
th

12 April,
Lucknow
th

15 May, Ujjain
th

19 May, MP
th

4 June, Bihar

MIS-CCSDGS
MIS-CCSDGS
MIS-HR
MIS-HR

17

Consultative workshop on
Climate /weather induced
13. Disaster scenario and
Participatory Preparedness in
Darjeeling
Consultation on Energy Issues
14.
in North East India

19 June,
Shillong

15. REDD Plus projects Study

Aizawl

16.

th

11 June,
Darjeeling
th

th

Removing the Barriers:
Ensuring Justice

17. BCPH Strategy Meeting
National Consultation on
18. Energy: Status, Trends and
Way Ahead
Polities and Societies in South
19.
Asia: Role of social Forum
Consultation on Climate Crisis
20. and Implementing SDGs in
South Asia
Refugee Crisis and
21. Amendment in the Citizenship
Law

23. Pre COP22
24. Jantakisarkar: janta k mudde
Side Events at COP22

25.


th

MIS-HR
MIS-CC

th

11 -12 Aug,
Bhopal
th

14 Aug,
Kathmandu

MIS-CC

th

15 Aug,
Kathmandu

MIS-CC

th

7 Oct 2016
Delhi
13-14 Oct
Goa
nd
22 Oct 2016
Delhi
24 & 25 Oct
2016, UP

22. People’s Forum on BRICS



th

27 & 28 June,
Lucknow
th
th
26 & 27 July,
Jaipur

MIS-HR
MIS-CC
MIS-CC,
Oxfam

th

10 Nov 2016,
Morocco

The unfinished business:
How to close the post
Paris adaption and
climate finance gap
Enhancing pre 2020
action and ambition

th

14 Nov 2016

Consultative meeting on
26. climate change impacts and
negotiations; Global and local,

4th Dec,
Kolkatta

27. Extra Ordinary Board Meeting

24 Dec, Delhi

th

Attended by PAIRVI Members
Title of the Meeting

Date

Attended
by

Detail

Mairaj&Nir
ma

The event brought together farmers who
showcased and sold their produce - healthy,
nutritious and pesticide-free vegetables, fruits,

st

28. Farmers Haat
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31 Feb
2016
IHC, New

18

Delhi

st

Connecting the Dots –
29. Panel Discussion on Union
Budget 2016-17

1 March
2016
IICC, New
Delhi

th

National Workshop on
Exclusion and
30.
Discrimination of Dalits in
Education

4 March
2016
ISI, New
Delhi

International Conference
on Coal Based Power –
31. Confronting the Challenges
Ahead for India and other
Emerging Economies

17 March
2016
IHC, New
Delhi
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Nirma&Mai
raj

Mairaj

th

Mairaj

millets, staples, oils, milk products and more and also offered an opportunity to sample
healthy dishes. A series of talks and
interactive sessions on how to grow
vegetables and make our own compost were
also organised. Live cooking also took place.
The discussion was primarily on the key takes
from the Union Budget 2016-17. Prof
JayatiGhosh, Harsh Mander, AshutoshDikshit,
Praveen Jha, Rathin Roy were among the
panellist. Prof. Ghosh analysed the agriculture
budget and remarked that NDA government
finally seems to have woken up to the agri
crisis. While the documents shows the
significant increase in the sector but this is
actually a manipulation and in actual the
increase is much less impressive, as the total
spending only increases from 0.17 per cent of
the GDP to 0.19 per cent — so minor as to
have little impact on the actual conditions of
farmers. Harsh Mandershared the marginal
allocation on health and education primarily
school education from in the last two budgets.
A research study is being undertaken on caste
based discrimination and exclusion in four
northern states of India, namely, Uttar
Pradesh, Rajasthan, Himanchal Pradesh and
Haryana, particularly rural areas. In this
workshop ISI volunteers and field volunteers
shared their findings from the study and gave
presentations on the educational and social
status of the community from these states.
The recommendations were also prepared on
the basis of the study findings and they also
asked suggestion form the participants for the
state governments.
Mr. PiyushGoyal, the Union minister for
power, coal and new and renewable energy,
Ashok Lavasa, secretary, Union ministry of
environment, forest and climate change were
among the participants. Addressing the
opening session Mr. Goyal said that the issue
of coal is really an issue of energy security.
India has reserves of coal which it needs to tap
to provide energy to its people and to propel
its development agenda. At the same time, it is
committed to using this coal cleanly and
sustainably.Representatives from other
emerging economies, including China,
Indonesia and South Africa shared their
perspectives and exchanged learnings on the

19

role of coal in the national energy mix,
approaches and challenges in technology
transition, policy and regulatory initiatives, and
best operating practices.
Asia-Pacific Civil Society
32. Forum on Sustainable
Development
Asia-Pacific Forum on
33. Sustainable Development
2016

st

31 March –
nd
2 April
Bangkok

AKJ

rd

3 – 5h April
Bangkok

AKJ
EGM was held with Experts and MGoS in New
York to ensure their effective participation and
contribution to the review and
implementation of the 2030 Sustainable
Development Agenda in the HLPF, building on
the extensive provisions contained in
resolution 67/290 In particular, the EGM
focused on discussing strategies and
approaches for operationalizing the reporting
by the MGoS to the HLPF on their contribution
to the implementation of the 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development

th

Expert Group Meeting
34. (EGM) at HLPF by
UNDESA/DSD

19 April
2016
New York

35. VicharKumbh

12 – 14
May, Ujjain

SDG orientation for CASA
36.
Staff

28 & 29
June,
Kolkata

th

th

th

th

AKJ

AKJ, NB
and DB
Ajay Jha gave orientation to the CASA
programme staff on SDGs processes, its
relevance for India and its potential role in
poverty reduction.

AKJ

37.
Field Visits by Pairvi Members
Place

Date

Name

Objective

38.
39.
40.
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